Levels I, II & III Orff Teacher Training Courses at Carnegie Mellon School of Music

July 30 – August 10, 2012
(no classes on Saturday and Sunday)

Sing, Play, Reflect Orff at CMU

Through this compact nine day course on the Orff Schulwerk approach to music and movement you will experience the development of conceptual lessons and process teaching, recorder playing and sequential teaching technique, folk dance and movement training, as well as special topics in children’s literature and music, curriculum planning, assessment and classroom management.

Each workshop may be taken for three graduate credits or as a certification participant at a lower fee.

College housing and dining is available on this beautiful campus in the renaissance city of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Join us in the Golden Triangle where the three rivers meet and you will march to a brand new beat!

Contact: Adam Warble, Course Director
pghorfflevels@gmail.com
412.268.2382

music.cmu.edu

Instructors:
Linda Ahlstedt
Carol Huffman
Erin Schlessinger
Patrick Ware